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High-Energy Physics in the Higgs Boson Era 
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 The Higgs Boson discovery is the most 
important breakthrough in particle physics in 25 
years      

 The Higgs discovery at Large Hadron Collider 
(LHC) marks the start of a new era in particle 
physics

 New particle discoveries are within the LHC 
reach in the next years
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High-Energy Physics in the Higgs Boson Era 
 Higgs Boson: last missing ingredient of successful Standard Model of particle physics  

 The Standard Model is not a complete theory of nature: a substantial amount of 
experimental data and theoretical arguments require New Physics Beyond the Standard 
Model:

Dark Matter and Dark Energy

Huge gap (1016) between Higgs mass and Plank scale

Unification of Gravity and Quantum Mechanics

Inflation

Flavor physics and Neutrino masses and mixings

 The LHC program for the coming decade is based on the detailed characterization of 
the properties of the Higgs Boson and the search of Physics Beyond the Standard 
Model:  

Direct searches: new heavy particle production, supersymmerty, extra dimensions

Indirect searches: Higgs couplings and branching ratios, Higgs compositeness

Consistency tests: precision electroweak data
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LHC collisions in a nutshell

Drawing by K. Hamilton
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Drawing by K. Hamilton

Initial State:
Parton Distribution 

Functions (PDFs)

LHC collisions in a nutshell
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Parton Distribution Functions - I

Higgs Boson

Gluon PDF, g(x1,Q)

Gluon PDF, g(x2,Q)

Proton

Proton

Proton

Parton Distributions determine the fraction 
of the proton energy that is carried by each 
of its constituents, quarks and gluons
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(Bjorken) x1 = Egluon / Eproton

1 / Q = resolution scale
Higher energies ( large Q) -> 
Protons probed at small distances



Parton Distributions and LHC phenomenology
2) Very large PDF uncertainties (>100%) for 
New Physics heavy particle production

Supersymmetric QCD
1) PDFs fundamental limit for Higgs boson 
characterization in terms of couplings

3) PDFs dominant systematic for precision 
measurements, like W boson mass, that test internal 
consistency of the Standard Model
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Parton Distribution Functions - II
Proton
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LHC cross-sections can be written as a convolution of Parton Distributions and  partonic cross-sections:

Partonic cross-sections:  
perturbatively calculable  as an 
expansion in the QCD and 
electroweak couplings

Parton Distributions are 
intrinsically non-perturbative 
quantities to be extracted from 
experimental data

Hadronic cross-section to be 
compared with exp data
eg Higgs coupling extraction

PDG2013
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Global PDF analysis
Parton Distributions need to be determined from a global QCD analysis of all relevant hard-scattering data
Highly complex procedure that requires to combine the most precise experimental data and the most 
advanced theoretical calculations into a statistically robust analysis framework

Experimental data

QCD Theory

Methodology

Parton Distributions

Lepton-proton structure functions, heavy quark 
production,  jet production, Drell-Yan pair 
production,  electroweak bosons, isolated photons, ... 

NNLO DGLAP evolution, NLO and NNLO hard 
scattering cross sections, heavy quark treatment, 
strong coupling, electroweak effects, hadronic 
production, PDF flavor separation,...

Ansatze for the x-dependence of PDFs q(x,Q0), 
propagation of experimental errors from data to 
PDFs, model uncertainties, minimization, definition 
of the figure of merit !2 , parallel computing, ....

LHC phenomenology, predictions for LHC 
processes, PDF and Higgs production, .....
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Global PDF analysis
Parton Distributions need to be determined from a global QCD analysis of all relevant hard-scattering data
Highly complex procedure that requires to combine the most precise experimental data and the most 
advanced theoretical calculations into a statistically robust analysis framework

Experimental data

QCD Theory

Methodology

Parton Distributions

Lepton-proton structure functions, heavy quark 
production,  jet production, Drell-Yan pair 
production,  electroweak bosons, isolated photons, ... 

NNLO DGLAP evolution, NLO and NNLO hard 
scattering cross sections, heavy quark treatment, 
strong coupling, electroweak effects, hadronic 
production, PDF flavor separation,...

Ansatze for the x-dependence of PDFs q(x,Q0), 
propagation of experimental errors from data to 
PDFs, model uncertainties, minimization, definition 
of the figure of merit !2 , parallel computing, ....

LHC phenomenology, predictions for LHC 
processes, PDF and Higgs production, .....

In this talk focus on one crucial aspect:
How to determine, in a fully unbiased way, the dependence with Bjorken-x of the PDFs

In other words: how can we learn a underlying physical law from data without imposing any 
ad hoc theoretical bias?
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Artificial Neural Networks

Biological NeuralNets Artificial NeuralNets

Artificial neural networks aimed to excel in the same domains as their biological counterparts: 
pattern recognition, forecasting, classification, .... where our evolution-driven biology 
outperforms traditional algorithms

Neurons, axions, 
synapses, ...

Inspired by biological brain models, Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are mathematical 
algorithms widely used in a wide range of applications, from high energy physics to targeted 
marketing and finance forecasting
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Artificial Neural Networks
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Example 1: Pattern recognition. During the 
Yugoslavian wars, the NATO used ANNs to recognize 
hidden military vehicles

A military aircraft is identified, despite being hidden 
below a commercial plane.

Many other applications of ANN in pattern 
recognition: OCR software, hand writing recognition, 
automated anti-plagiarism software, .....

Example 2: Marketing. A bank wants to offer a new credit 
card to their clients. Two possible strategies:

Contact all customers: slow and costly
Contact 5% of the customers, train a ANN with 
their input (sex, income, loans) and their ourput 
(yes/no) and  use the information to contact only 
clients likely to accepy the offer

Cost-effective method to improve marketing performance

Random client selection

ANN based cli
ent se

lectio
n
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Artificial Neural Networks
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) provide universal unbiased interpolants to parametrize PDFs at 
low input scales

The ANN class that we adopt are feed-forward multilayer neural networks (perceptrons)

In traditional PDF determinations, the input ansatz is a low-order polynomial

The use of Neural Networks allows:

No theory bias introduced in the PDF determination by the choice of ad-hoc functional forms

The use of very flexible parametrizations for all PDFs - regardless of the dataset used. The NNPDF 
analysis allow for O(400) free parameters, to be compared with O(10-20) in traditional PDFs

Faithful extrapolation: PDF uncertainties blow up in regions with scarce experimental data
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Artificial Neural Networks vs. Polynomials
 Compare a benchmark PDF analysis where the same dataset is fitted with Artificial Neural Networks  

and with standard polynomials (everything else identical)

 ANN avoid biasing the PDFs, faithful extrapolation at small-x (very few data, thus error blow up)

Polynomials Neural Networks

PDF error

PDF error
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PDF Replica Neural Network Learning
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Each green curve corresponds to a gluon PDF Monte Carlo replica
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 Upcoming new release: NNPDF3.0, based on a complete rewriting of the 
NNPDF framework in C++ (more than 70K lines of code)

The next NNPDF generation

 More than 1000 new data points from HERA-II and the LHC, including 
jet cross-sections, W+charm production, top quark data, low and high mass 
Drell-Yan, W lepton asymmetries.....

 Completely redesigned fitting 
methodology based on closure 
tests with known underlying 
physical laws 

 Substantially improved 
Genetic Algorithms 
minimization with new Weight 
Penalty method for fitting 
(iterative Bayesian regularization)

NNPDF3.0
NNPDF2.3
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Connecting Research
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The determination of the proton’s structure has direct connections with related research from our Dept

The data from ATLAS and LHCb 
provides important constraints on 
PDFs, with new measurements only 
available at LHC: top quarks, Z 
with jets, W with charm quarks, ...

The ATLAS group is part of the  
HERAfitter developement, an open-
source framework for PDF analysis

ATLAS LHCb Neutrinos

Cosmology

Advanced statistical tools, like artificial neural networks, genetic 
algorithms and Bayesian inference are important in cosmology to 
extract the values of cosmological parameters from data

Advanced statistical tools, like artificial neural networks, genetic 
algorithms and Bayesian inference are important in cosmology to 
extract the values of cosmological parameters from data

Ultra-high energy neutrino-nucleus interactions 
depend crucially on PDFs at small Bjorken-x and 
on departures from linear QCD evolution
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Going Beyond: PDFs at a 100 TeV collider
 Growing consensus that the next big machine more suitable to 

explore the energy frontier should be a 100 TeV hadron collider, 
possibly with also e+e- and ep operation modes

 The phenomenology of PDFs at such extreme energies is very 
rich: top quark PDFs, electroweak effects on PDFs and W/Z 
boson PDFs, ultra-low-x physics, BFKL dynamics, BSM physics 
with polarized PDFs, ....

 First studies being now performed in the context of the CERN 
FCC working group

BSM physics with
polarized PDFs
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Parton Distributions are an essential ingredient for precision phenomenology at the Large 
Hadron Collider

Accurate PDFs are required for precision Standard Model measurements, Higgs Boson 
characterization and New Physics searches

The determination of fundamental SM parameters like the W mass or "S from LHC data 
also greatly benefit from improved PDFs

The statistical methodology used in the NNPDF framework can be used in many other 
applications, from physics (like cosmology) to financial applications

Summary
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E.g. Ongoing collaboration between physicists and 
economists towards a quantitative cost/benefit analysis  in 
the research and innovation sectors
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E.g. Ongoing collaboration between physicists and 
economists towards a quantitative cost/benefit analysis  in 
the research and innovation sectors
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